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Abstract. The article substantiates the expediency to distinguish a kind of “gift relations in the public service” – “gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant.” The author draws attention to the specificity of the subjects of the relevant relations, which is a public servant (a person empowered to exercise the functions of the state or local self-government and “serve” for a public interest) and close persons of the public servant (persons connected with the public servant by means of family, friendly relations) A gift in these relations differs by peculiarity because it is oriented solely to the person of a public servant, and not to his professional activities, his special legal status. Its presentation does not imply any influence on the “purity” of the professional activities of a public servant. In view of this, it is inappropriate to consider the normative consolidation of the appropriate “personal” (it is also called “private”, “ordinary”, “normal”) gift to requirements for cost, grounds, the periodicity of receiving. At the same time, despite the specifics of “gift relations with the participation of a public servant,” they cannot remain outside the regulatory framework. Such regulation allows strengthening the foundations of determinacy in the “gift policy” of the state and eliminating the grounds for use of “gifts from close persons” as a means of “indirect” influence, including inappropriate, on the professional activities of public servants or concealment of unjust enrichment of the latter. The author justifies the inappropriate use of prohibitions and restrictions in the regulation of appropriate kind of “gift relations in the public service.” Instead, the introduction of an obligatory annual declaration where public servants point all gifts, including “personal” ones, indicating donor’s personality, the nature of the relationship with him, the market value of the gift. A similar obligation is proposed to provide for close persons of a public servant (first of all, family members as well as close persons who live together with a public servant) in order to strengthen the principles of transparency of “gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant,” confirmation of the history of relationship, funds sources for gift’s presentation (the indication of funds sources for the gift is mandatory for this group of persons). For the effective use of the declaration, proposals are formulated to unify the provisions of anti-corruption, tax and tort legislation in the aspect of compliance with the requirements for obtainment of gifts by public servants from their relatives.
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1. Introduction

In the context of active search by the interested public, subjects of public administration of effective means of corruption prevention in the public service, increasingly the attention is focused on ones, the resources of which traditionally have been undervalued. “Gift prohibitions”, “gift restrictions” occupy pride of place among them. However, it should be noted that, first of all, they are oriented to public servants and rightly so. They are empowered to implement the functions of the state and local self-government related to prohibition or restriction of gifts reception as means of influence on professional activity and should be oriented to such persons. Despite the relatively small, in cost nature, “influence power” of a gift on the professional activities of a public servant, it is not possible to evaluate it in the scale of public service as a whole. Due to the active use of the gift resource, it possible to achieve a significant influence on “purity” of the public service, which, in turn, will contribute to the growth and diversification of corruption in all its manifestations. It is that requires formation of the legislation that is a
perfect in content and effective in the application and which would regulate the principles of "gift policy in the public service" in all possible external forms of its manifestation. Despite the fact that in the legislation of a large number of countries of the world there are "gift prohibition", "gift restrictions" related to public servants, the rules of conduct with various types of gifts, the principles of public liability for non-compliance with the relevant provisions, unfortunately, "gift relations" with the participation of relatives of public servants are regulated rather fragmentarily. Practice also shows that such relations are quite common, and the possibilities (including inappropriate) of "gift influence" on a public servant in his professional activities through (or with the participation) his close persons is quite significant. For this reason, it is quite timely, logical, and justified to study the resource of "regulation of gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant" as an integral element of the modern "gift legal policy", which will allow formulating certain "rules of the game", the observance of which will eliminate the prerequisites for the use of a gift's potential as a "means of unlawful influence" on a public servant separately and public service as a whole. Regulatory fixation of the principles of the appropriate gift relations will contribute to effective counteraction to corruption in all its manifestations in the modern public service. All these facts lead to the formulation of the article purpose, which due to analysis of the resource of "gift relations in the public service with the participation of close persons of public servants" lies in the determination of the main guidelines of their regulatory control under the current conditions of activation of the prevention and counteraction of corruption in all its manifestations, thereby eliminated the "grey zone" that has been existing for a long time in the legal basis of such opposition and impedes the latter.

2. The issue of “gift relations” in the public service in the legislation of different countries of the world

It is worth to start from the fact that in the legislation of many countries the issue of "gift relations" in the public service has found its sufficiently detailed regulation as at the level of separate legislative acts (as a rule, it has anti-corruption content (for example, Ukraine, Georgia) and as codified tortious acts (for example, Denmark, Great Britain, Finland, France, Germany), codified or other acts oriented to fix the ethical rules of conduct of public servants (for example, the USA, Brazil, Poland, Greece, Italy, Ireland). The principles of "gift relations" with the participation of public servants are regulated sufficiently detailed in the predominant majority of the relevant acts, which make sense. As they are called, using their powers, to realize the functions of the state or local self-government, in accordance with them the rules of conduct are regulated and the non-observance of which, in turn, leads to the possibility of bringing public servants to legal responsibility. Such an approach of the legislator is a logical as it is necessary to foresee the levers of prohibition, restriction on the activity of the person who, in the course of his professional activity, "serves the public interests." In relation to the activity of such person, it is necessary to foresee elimination (or minimization) of corruption risks, negative influence on "purity" of his professional activity. As a result, it is possible to find provisions in the legislation of the countries of the world that prohibit the receiving of gifts by public servants directly related to their professional activities (for example, China, Ukraine, Russia, Georgia, Germany, France), determine the maximum cost of gifts that public servants can receive from other persons as a manifestation of honour, respect for their bona fide professional activity (for example, in Singapore – fifty Singapore dollars, in Brazil – one hundred reals, in Denmark – one hundred and thirty euros), regulate the handling rules with various kinds of gifts as a "contact model" and "contactless model" of relations (for example, Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch, Codified in 5 C.F.R., Part 2635 as Amended 76 FR 38547, the Law of Ukraine dated 14.10.2014 "On Prevention of Corruption" (art. 23, 24), the Resolution of Public Ethics Commission No. 3/00 (2000) on gifts to civil servants within the framework of the Code of Conduct for Senior Civil Servants in the Federal Executive Branch of Brazil (Certificate of Intent No. 37 on 18.08.2000 and Presidential Decree on 21.08.2000), the grounds of different types of legal responsibility for failure to comply with the relevant provisions. In scientific professional sources, the attention is also focused on "gift relations in the public service" with an emphasis on the principles of behaviour of public servants, prohibitions, restrictions on their activities, grounds for their liability for unlawful acts. It is possible to highlight several directions of enhanced scientific analysis of the relevant issue: a) with an emphasis on the specifics of regulatory consolidation and the practice of applying in a particular state (for example, in Brazil (Vasileva, 2015), Singapore (Gladchenko, 2014), Japan (Kolyshkyna), Russia (Gafurova, 2015), Ukraine (Kolomoiets, 2018), Slovenia (Nysnvevich, 2016), Indonesia (Tolmachev, 2016) etc.; b) in the aspect of comparative legal analysis through the example of several states (Zimneva, Chumakova, 2015) or a significant number of states (Kolomoiets, Verlos, Pyrozhkova, 2018); c) with the emphasizing of one or several problematic aspects of regulation (for example, the normative definition of a gift and its place in the contiguous conceptual series, the variety of gifts, the rules of gifts handling in different circumstances, the differentiation of principles of legal responsibility for breach of "gift rules", etc. (Bonsing, Langsted, 2013). At the same time, despite
the availability of relevant scientific and normative thematic sources, the issues related to the regulation of “gift relations with the participation of close persons of public servants”, unfortunately, are under-investigated and almost not regulated. Hence, there are issues which differ in their relevance. Whether public servants can receive gifts from their close ones? Whether it is possible to use close persons for unlawful influence on a public servant by means of “gift relations”? Whether a public servant uses “gift relations with close persons” as “external form” of concealing of corruption acts or acts connected with corruption? To answer these and concerned them the issue, it is necessary to analyse the resource of “gift relations of public servants with the participation of their close persons” taking into account the provisions of the legislation of different states designed to regulate these issues.

3. Subjects of “gift relations of public servants with the participation of their close persons”

First of all, it is necessary to focus on the subjects of these relations. Such are the public servant and his close persons. In relation to the first one, his main decisive feature is a special legal status, which consists in the fact that this person is authorized by the subject of public administration to perform functions of the state or local self-government and for this reason is lodged by a certain amount of public authority that can be used in the process of his public activity, “service to the public interest”. Legislations of different states use several terms to indicate the appropriate group of persons. The most widespread are “public servant”, “civil servant”, “official of local self-government”, “official”, etc. These terms form peculiar adjacent thematic terminology series. They are correlated with each other either as absolute synonyms or as adjacent synonyms of different volumes of regulatory notation. The legislator of each state establishes an official term and standard definition, which is the basis for the relevant legislation, to regulate “gift relations in the public service”. For example, in Ukraine in special anti-corruption legislative act (the Law of Ukraine dated 14.10.2014 “On prevention of Corruption”) the legislator, identifying the subjects covered by the relevant legislative act, offers their list (art. 3 of the Law) which can be divided into five groups: a) persons authorized to perform functions of the state or local self-government (they are still offered to be called “functionaries of the public sector”); b) persons who, for the purposes of the relevant Law, are equated with persons authorized to perform the above-mentioned functions (they are proposed to be conventionally called “quasi-functionaries of the public sector”); c) persons who are permanently or temporarily hold positions related to the implementation of organizational-management or administrative duties, or specifically authorized to perform such duties in legal entities of private law (so-called “functionaries of private sector”); d) candidates for post of elected positions, as well as candidates for headman post (“candidates for certain positions of functionaries of public sector”); e) other persons (so-called “non-functionaries”) (Khavroniuk, 2018). At the same time, one article uses several terms as “civil servants”, “officials of local self-government”, “servicemen”, etc., and their definition is fixed in other legislative acts (on civil service, service in local self-government bodies, diplomatic service, etc.). The analysis of the content of the latter allows separating the indication of the “public” nature of activity, empowerment, and service (therefrom “service”) to the public interest.

Georgian legislator chose somewhat different approach to the solution of this issue. Thus, in the Law of the Republic of Georgia dated 21.12.2016 “On the Conflict of Interests and Corruption in Public Institution”, the basic term is “public servant”. And although, the legislator does not propose the very definition of a public servant in this legislative act, at the same time, it notes that for the purposes of this act, a public official is “public servants” introduced by the Law of Georgia “On Public Service” as well as persons engaged in activities in institutions that are equated with state ones. In addition, they are not persons performing auxiliary functions (auxiliary servants) (art. 2–1 of the Law). At the same time, the legislator moves on and clarifies its position, indicating that public servants (accordingly for gift relations too) are considered civil servants, professional public officials (officials), persons who work in the public service under an administrative contract (art. 2–1 of this same Law). In order to eliminate the grounds for free interpretation of the provisions of the legislation on this issue, the legislator, using the term “official” to denote the subjects of service (including gift) relations, proposes their list (art. 2 of the same Law) (On the Conflict of Interests and Corruption in Public Institution dated 21.12.2016 No 157. As we see, in spite of the use of various terminology to determine the subject of “gift relations”, it can be said that the term “public servant” is used as a generalized to the rest, and features that are inherent to the subject of “gift relations” are typical for the laws of any state, which allows asserting that this subject of “gift relations” is a special subject, a subject with a special legal status.

In relation to another subject of the relationship, it should be noted the following. In the legislation of different countries, you can find different terms for its determination: “family members”, “close persons”, “close relatives”, etc. Despite their relative external similarity, they should not be confused and it is necessary to focus on the one, who is detached by the legislator as another subject of “gift relations”. For example, in Ukraine, these are “close people” (art. 23 of the Law) and they should be clearly distinguished from “family members” (art. 1 of the same Law). Consequently, in Ukraine,
“close persons” are offered to be recognized as persons who can be divided into two groups: a) those who in any circumstances are considered as such (their list is given, beginning from “husband, wife, father, mother, and even to a person who is under guardianship or care); b) those for the recognition of which as close persons there is necessity of three features, namely: joint residence, connection with a common life, the existence of mutual rights and responsibilities with mentioned person – a public servant. So, listing the first group of people, for some reason, it was forgotten about niece (nephew), uncle (aunt), groom (bride), great-grandfather (great-grandfather), thereby arbitrarily drawing the degrees of kinship (Khavroinuk, 2018).

Separating the second group of people, the legislator offers their features, the proof of which in practice is associated with significant difficulties, as evidenced by the generalization of the results of a trial of cases over non-compliance with restrictions on the receipt of gifts by public servants. Under these conditions, the question arises, whether a public servant can get a gift from his friend or neighbour? It is impossible to attribute such persons to “close persons” according to the above-mentioned features, although such practice of presentation of “personal gifts”, “private gifts” is very common in different countries. The conditions of “gift relations” can be complicated – the receipt of gifts by a public servant from a person who carries out any activity in the sphere of realization of the functions of the state or local self-government by a public servant, if there is a long-lasting friendly relationship between the two persons. Is it possible to receive gifts under such conditions? This person does not belong to the category of “close persons”, and at the same time “subordinate person” in the classical sense cannot be recognized as such.

The legislation of Georgia uses another term – “close relatives” (family members, lineal relatives, stepchildren, sisters, brothers, and stepchildren of parents and children of a person) (art. 4 of the Georgian Law). In addition, relatively “gift relations”, it is proposed to use the term “family members” (husband, wife, minor children, stepsons (stepdaughters) of a person, as well as persons who permanently reside with a person (art. 4 of the Law). Such an approach to the definition of the subjects of “gift relations in the public service” looks more considered as in the process of law enforcement it involves the concentration of attention either on family ties or on a joint permanent residence, eliminating the need to prove common life, etc. But nevertheless, the issue of a gift from a friend or a neighbour remains open. In this aspect, the US approach to the solution of this issue looks interesting, namely: among the whole variety of gifts, there are “gifts made on the basis of personal relationships”. That is, the legislator allows a public servant to receive a gift from a person with whom is “in family or friendly relationship, and not in relation to a position of service” (§ 2635. 204 Standards of Ethical Conduct for Employees of the Executive Branch, Codified in 5 C.F.R., Part 2635 as Amended 76FR 38547). However, there must be evidence of “history of relationships”, the facts of payment of a gift by members of a family or friends of a public servant, etc. This type of gifts is also called “private gifts”, “personal gifts”, “normal gifts” due to their disconnection with the professional activities of a public servant, and vice versa, its direct connection with a person, his private life (Bonsing, Langsted, 2013).

Thus, to specify another subject of “gift relations in the public service”, despite the use of a large number of different terms, the emphasis is laid on its direct connection with the person of a public servant, his private life by means of the normative consolidation of the conditions of family, friendly relations, common, permanent residence, the existence of a common way of life, mutual rights, responsibilities, etc. Connection with the professional activities of a public servant, a desire to influence in any way such activities, including its “purity”, should remain outside of attention for this subject. Despite the variety of terms used to identify this subject of “gift relations”, it can be argued that there are conditionally two approaches of the legislator to resolve this issue. The first one is narrow, indicating a family relationship with a public official (prevalent use “family members”, “close relatives”, “family members”), and the second one is wide, indicating both family and other personal (person-related) ties (prevalent use of the term “close persons”, that is, persons “who are (stay) close, beside”). For the purposes of law enforcement, taking into account existing practices, it is expedient to use the term “close persons”, however, with the normative consolidation of all diversity of the manifestation of personal relations. This will allow eliminating “grey zone” in the terminology series of normative grounds for the definition of the subjects of “gift relations in the public service” and the dividing of so-called “personal” gifts as a separate kind of gifts.

4. Specification of gifts in “gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant”

It is important to find out what exactly can be considered as gifts in “gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant”. A generalized analysis of the legislation of different countries shows that the basic approach in the normative resolution of this issue is an enumeration of possible external forms of gift existence (however, the number of such forms and the sequence of their mention in the corresponding list differ). For example, a gift (it should be clearly noted that the official definition is also fixed either in a special anti-corruption legal act, or in an act that consolidates the principles of ethical conduct of public servants, or
In another act, the content of which is “oriented” to regulate relations of public service is recognized as “a reward that has the form of any material wealth with value sense (including money, fees, securities, debts relief, services, benefits, privileges, etc.)” (in Singapore), “money reward, refraining from actions or other actions or things that may have money term, as well as services, payment of expenses on education, transportation, local travel, accommodation, meals in natural or in any other form” (in the US), “funds or other property, benefits, privileges, services, intangible assets that are provided free of charge or at below minimum market price” (in Ukraine) (Kolomoiets, 2018). Thus, it is traced the legislator’s desire to enumerate as much as possible potential external forms of expression of a gift and to emphasize the presence of their value feature, which is also quite logical. The basic definition of “gift” is used for “gift relationship with the participation of close persons of a public servant” as well as for any other types of “gift relations in the public service”. However, it has already been noted the expediency of distinguishing a special kind of gift – “personal”, “private”, “ordinary”, which should be used in the analysis of “gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant.” This raises the question: if this is a special kind of gift, there should be its special features, which distinguish it from all variety of gifts. What are its specific features? Taking into consideration the specifics of “gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant” in the aspect of their subjects, as already noted, one could argue that a gift in such relationships should be characterized by its exclusive personal (in relation to the person of a public servant) orientation, connection with relatives, friendly relations with the person provides it (offers). Hence, it is quite logical to assume that the legislation should not consolidate any restrictions (indications at all) for this type of gifts regarding its value, grounds, the frequency of receipt, etc. Otherwise, it contradicts the expediency of separation and hence the existence of such kind of gift that is directly related to a person, and not with his special legal status, professional activity, the sphere of activity, etc. The exclusively personal orientation of such a gift is directly connected with the grounds for its presentation (receipt), which also should be directly related to the personal life of a public servant, a history of the relationship with a close person who gives this gift. Consequently, any events in the life of relevant subjects such as birthday, marriage, the anniversary of friendly relations, the birth of a child, etc., can serve as legal facts for the emergence of “gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant”. In practice, in general, there should be no difficulties associated with the attribution of a gift for a public servant from his close person to “personal” (“private”, “ordinary”). If the person who gives (offers) a gift to a public servant is his close person in accordance with the provisions of the current national legislation and this fact is confirmed by the history of their relations, there are reasons to consider it as “personal” (“private”, “ordinary”). There should not be any indications in the legislation relatively its correspondence to any visions of hospitality, historical or national traditions of gifts presentation, communicating, maintenance of friendly or family relationships, as this gift is not related to the professional activities of a public servant, his special legal status, it is not foreseen the possibility to use it for any (including unlawful) influence on the “purity” of his professional activities. There should not be any risks from such a gift for public service. At the same time, unfortunately, in the practice there are cases of the use of so-called “complicated gift relations with the participation of close persons of public servants”, when close persons of a public servant act as “mediators” in gift relations. That is why it is impossible to remain “gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant” without normative regulation. An analysis of the provisions of the legislation of different states suggests that in most cases, it is consolidated the provision that public servants are allowed to receive gifts from close persons. This is quite justifiable. However, there are no any restrictions relatively their quantity, cost, the frequency of receipt, correspondence of gifts with certain criteria of content, which again is quite justified. At the same time, the state should regulate the appropriate “gift relations” using other than prohibitions or restrictions, methods to eliminate the misuse of the resource of such relationships.

5. Introduction of the obligation of annual declaring of gifts for a public servant

The introduction of the obligation for a public servant to declare estate, including from relatives, gifts every year looks optimally. This practice has been quite widespread in different countries for a long time and has approved itself positively. For example, in Latvia declaration of gifts is mandatory for all public servants, including both for those who hold election posts and parliamentarians, in Germany, Spain, and the United Kingdom, the declaration of gifts is mandatory for those who hold political post and for members of parliament, while in Hungary this obligation applies only to members of parliament. In Poland, gifts are declared only by those who hold elective posts at the local level and political positions, while in France, parliamentarians declare all state gifts regardless of their value. (Villoria, Synnerström, Bertok, 2010). It is important that the legislation should stipulate that gifts are subjected to the mandatory declaration, incl. received from relatives, whose value on the day of reception exceeds a certain clearly defined amount. The latter may equal to the value of the so-called “allowed” gifts for a public servant that can mediate his professional activities (in the UK – 140 pounds sterling, in Russia – three thousand
Introduction of declaration of things by the subjects of service, the optimal means of their regulation is the appropriate variety of "gift relations in the public sphere" (first of all, in terms of their value, the obligation to indicate the identity of the donor (in order to, in case of doubt, determine the sources funds for the corresponding gift). It is necessary to introduce the obligation of family members of public servants to declare incomes and expenses, including and in a part of the gifts given to a public servant, thereby eliminating the collision that exists to date in the legislation of most states on this issue (a public official, submitting a declaration, must also indicate the information of family members, although the latter are not obliged to do so and they are not legally responsible). The introduction of such practices will contribute to the clearness of "gift relationships with family members" regarding the reliance that this gift was purchased at their own expense. The same rules can be extended to close people who live together with a public servant and those who are "as close as possible" to the possibility of "indirect influence" on the professional activities of a public servant through a gift for him. Implementation of a mandatory declaration by them, including gifts given to a public servant, will contribute to the certainty of the appropriate kind of "gift relations in the public service" (first of all, in terms of the legality of funds sources). As for the relatives as a whole, the introduction of total declaration in the country is possible only under certain conditions, taking into account the priorities of domestic policy, time limits, and therefore, in the long run, this is a very real mechanism for monitoring the "gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant." Under such conditions, close persons will be obliged to declare the gifts given to a public servant, indicating the sources of funds for this. By this moment, it is logical to declare "personal" ("private", "ordinary") gifts received from close friends annually by a public servant, indicating the person who provided the present, the market value of this gift. That, in turn, will provide an opportunity for anti-corruption actors and the interested public, if there are doubts, to concentrate their attention on the close person of a public servant in order to find out the reasons for the emergence of "gift relations". It should be noted that in the legislation of some countries such provisions have already been consolidated (for example, Georgia, Singapore). Thus, taking into account the specifics of the appropriate variety of "gift relations in the public service", the optimal means of their regulation is the introduction of declaration of things by the subjects of these relations, with the simultaneous unification of the provisions of anti-corruption (in terms of regulation of "gift relations") and tax legislation (declaration duty, value nature of the gift should be declared, indication of the donor's person and the nature of the relationship with him/her, etc.), the introduction of legal liability for the breach of the obligation to declare, strengthened the guarantees of performance of duty, eliminating the grounds for the existence of "indirect gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant" (when such persons are actually used to conceal the receipt of "prohibited gifts", which are directly related to professional activities of a public servant to influence the impartiality, bona fide of his professional activities). It is important to note that provisions of the tort law in the terms of identification of the principles of legal liability for failure to comply with the obligations by the subjects of "gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant" in general, regarding declarations must be consistent with the realities of time, anticipate such measures of responsibility that would be balanced with the nature of the commissioned unlawful act, would involve the achievement of the goal of prevention, education, and adequate punishment and would be effective in its application.

6. Conclusions

In the context of the search for the best means to prevent and combat corruption in all its manifestations, corruption offenses in the public sphere, it is important to define the legal principles of "gift relations in the public service". Among the diversity of "gift relations in the public service," it should be distinguished a special kind - "gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant". The latter are directly related to the receipt of "personal" ("private", "ordinary") gifts by public servants from persons with whom public servants are related by family, friendly relations, including for a long period of time. Nevertheless, in order to eliminate the prerequisites for the illegal use of the resource of "personal" ("private", "ordinary") gifts, the law should consolidate the basic principles of regulation of relations associated with the receipt of gifts by public persons from close persons. It will allow avoiding so-called "indirect gift relations in the public service" associated with the use of close persons as "hidden links" in "gift relations", aimed at influence on, including illegal, impartiality and honesty of the professional activities of a public servant, on the "purity" of the public service as a whole. In order to resolve this issue, it is considered important: a) the awareness that the subjects of the appropriate kind of "gift relations" are a public servant (a person with a special legal status who has a certain amount of authority to implement the functions of the state or local self-government, "service" to the public interests) and close persons (persons connected with a public servant by...
family, friendly, including long-term relationships) that requires the regularization of the official terminological series and normative consolidation of definitions “close people”, “family members” (the first of which differs by generalized nature and covers other); b) the distinction among all diversity of gifts in the public service of the “personal” (“private”, “ordinary”) gift directly oriented to the person of a public servant without any connection with his professional activities, special legal status, possibility of any influence on the “purity” of his professional activities. It, in turn, makes it possible to use the existing norm of the definition “gift for a public servant” for the purpose of its distinguishing in terms of enumeration of possible external forms of its existence. At the same time, it is inappropriate to fix any features of its value, reasons, frequency of receipt, and compliance with certain notions related to this kind of the gift as it is contrary to the nature of “gift relations with the participation of close persons of a public servant”; c) it is impossible and inexpedient to regulate this kind of “gift relationship” by means of the use of any restrictions or prohibitions, at the same time, these relations cannot be outside the regulatory influence. In order to resolve this issue, it is possible to introduce a mandatory annual declaration by a public official of all received “personal” (“private”, “ordinary”) gifts with an indication of the person who provided them, the nature of the relationship with him, the market value of this gift. To strengthen control over compliance with the requirements for the legislation on the “purity” of public service, it is expedient to secure the normative consolidation of the obligatory declaration by family members and close persons of a public servant (who live together, and in the future, by all persons), and on gifts provided by them to a public servant with indication of the funds sources for it. All “personal” (“private”, “ordinary”) gifts should be declared, the cost of which exceeds the value nature of “permitted” gifts for the receipt by public servants related to the professional activity. In the context of unification of the provisions of the national anti-corruption, tax and tort (in terms of the principles and measures of liability for non-compliance with the mandatory annual declaration) legislation, it is possible to achieve a positive result in the effective use of the resource of “personal” (“private”, “ordinary”) gift for a public servant.
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